
Cases Overview

STL 11-01 — The Trial Chamber in the Ayyash 
et al. case (STL 11-01) is currently in deliberation.

The Prosecutor v. Ayyash et al. (STL-11-01)

Next Stage of the Proceedings

The closing arguments in the Ayyash et al. case 
concluded on 21 September 2018, after nine 
hearing days. The Trial Chamber withdrew to review 
and assess the evidence received over 406 trial days 
which produced over 38,000 pages of transcript in 
English, the final trial briefs of the Parties and the 
Legal Representatives of Victims which exceed 1400 
pages, and over 3000 exhibits. The Trial Chamber is 
deliberating in relation to each of the nine counts 

on the indictment to determine whether the Prose-
cution has proved its case beyond reasonable doubt 
against the four Accused, Mr Salim Jamil Ayyash, 
Mr Hassan Habib Merhi, Mr Hussein Hassan 
Oneissi and Mr Assad Hassan Sabra. 

In its Judgment, the Trial Chamber must carefully 
analyse the evidence and the competing arguments 
of the Parties and the Legal Representatives. It will 
render a reasoned Judgment by the majority of 
the Judges on each count on the indictment either 
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acquitting or convicting as required by the univer-
sally recognised fair trial rights of the Accused 
and the Special Tribunal’s Rules of Procedure and 
Evidence.

The STL will inform the media and the public of 
the timing of the announcement of the Judgment 
in due course.

STL Annual Report 2018-2019

STL President Judge Ivana Hrdličková submitted 
the Tribunal’s tenth annual report to the United 
Nations Secretary-General and to the Government 
of Lebanon on 1 March 2019. The annual report 
details the activities of the Tribunal from 1 March 
2018 to 28 February 2019, its objectives for the 
coming year and highlights the achievements of 
the four organs: Chambers, Office of the Prose-
cutor (OTP), Defence Office and Registry. A brief 
summary is included below.

During the reporting period, Chambers indi-
cated that the trial proceedings in the Ayyash et al. 
case constituted their main public judicial activ-
ities. The Oneissi Defence presented their case, 
the Trial Chamber ordered the attendance of one 
witness under Rule 165 of the Rules of Procedure 
and Evidence and most notably the Trial hearings 

concluded with closing arguments being heard by 
the Trial Chamber between 11 and 21 September 
2018. The report stressed that “the closing arguments 
affirmed the important and incomparable role the 
Tribunal plays in ensuring the perpetrators of the 14 
February 2005 attack are not shielded by impunity”. 
The Trial Chamber is now reviewing the evidence 
before it and deliberating as to whether the Prose-
cution had proven its case against the four Accused 
beyond reasonable doubt. It also mentioned that the 
precise timing of the judgment will depend upon 
the complexity of the legal and factual issues subject 
to the Trial Chamber’s confidential deliberations.

As for the Prosecutor, he highlighted the signifi-
cant achievements by his Office during this period. 
Following the conclusion of the evidence, the Pros-
ecution filed a Final Trial Brief and presented its 
closing arguments in the Ayyash et al. case against 
the individuals accused of criminal responsibility for 
the attack against former Lebanese Prime Minister 
Rafik Hariri. The report also gave account of the 
additional achievements and progress in meeting 
the broader mandate of the Office of the Prose-
cutor, which continue far beyond the end of closing 
submissions; it described the continued investiga-
tions and extensive other work, much of it behind 
the scenes in relation to all cases within the OTP’s 
jurisdiction, the three connected cases, the assess-
ment of potentially related cases as well as the prepa-
rations for potential appellate response to the Judg-
ment in the Ayyash et al. case. 

Did you know?

The STL’s Rules of Procedure and Evidence envis-
ages bifurcated trial proceedings, similar to the 
ICC.

It means that trial proceedings are divided into two 
sequential branches. The Trial Chamber first deter-
mines if the Accused’s guilt is established beyond 
reasonable doubt. If it finds the Accused guilty of a 
crime, it determines an appropriate sentence.

SPECIAL TRIBUNAL
FOR LEBANON

TENTH ANNUAL REPORT
(2018-2019)
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The Defence Office reported on its continued oper-
ational, financial support as well as legal assistance 
to the Defence teams in the Ayyash et al. case. In 
line with its mandate, the Defence Office enabled 
the Defence Counsel and their teams to effectively 
represent the rights and interests of the Accused in 
ongoing proceedings. Further, it is reported that the 
Defence Office in all its sections aims to prepare 
for any difficulties that might arise from the delib-
eration phase onwards, for the potential sentencing 
and appeal phases as well as possible opening of 
potential new cases. The report noted also that on 8 
June 2018, Ms Dorothée Le Fraper du Hellen was 
appointed to the post of Head of Defence Office of 
the Tribunal by the Secretary-General of the United 
Nations. Ms Le Fraper du Hellen thereby succeeded 
Mr François Roux, who held the post of Head of 
Defence Office from March 2009 to February 2018.

Lastly, the Registry reported on its ongoing over-
arching responsibility to provide effective support 
to the judicial proceedings through providing effi-
cient and customer-oriented administration of the 
Tribunal, raising awareness on the Tribunal’s work 
and engaging the public, securing continued polit-
ical, financial and operational support for its work, 
as well as ensuring a safe and secure work environ-
ment and safeguarding the welfare of staff. 

STL President Judge Ivana Hrdličková concluded 
that the STL’s focus for the next year is on the judi-
cial deliberations and the preparation of the Judg-
ment awaited by the victims of the 14 February 
2005 attack, the Lebanese public and the wider 
international community.

The 10th Annual report is available on the STL 
website. 

Amendments to the STL Rules of Procedure and Evidence

At a plenary meeting held in April, the Judges of the 
STL approved six proposed rule amendments to the 
STL’s Rules of Procedure and Evidence (RPE). The 
RPE govern the various stages of the proceedings 
before the tribunal and are made up of 196 rules. 

The Judges adopted an amendment to Rule 188 
(C) concerning the Judgment on Appeal, adding 
another safeguard in relation to convicted person’s 
appellate rights. The Rule now states that where only 
the convicted person has filed an appeal, the Appeals 
Chamber may not increase the sentence.

Changes were also made to Rules 168 (B), 171 (E) 
and 188 (B) – which concern Judgment, Sentencing 
Procedure and Judgment on Appeal, respectively 

– to align them with the provisions of Article 23 and 
the STL Statute, by clarifying that Trial, Sentencing 
and Appeals Judgments shall be “rendered by a 
majority of the Judges and accompanied by a 
reasoned opinion, in writing, to which any separate 
or dissenting opinion shall be appended”.

Finally, Rules 50 (B) (iii) and 50 (D) relating to the 
Victims and Witnesses Unit (VWU) were amended 
to better reflect the practice of the VWU and the 
duty of care towards witnesses and victims partici-
pating in the proceedings.

The updated RPE are now available on the STL 
website. 

Did you know?

The STL is the first tribunal of its kind to hold 
Trials in absentia. 

A trial in absentia means that a trial takes place 
without the Accused being present or in the custody 
of the tribunal. This has not happened in other 

contemporary international courts. The rationale 
behind it is clear: Justice must not be thwarted 
by the will of the Accused or the intent of a state 
which refuses to hand him over.

It is important to note that an absent Accused 
must be represented by Defence counsel before the 
tribunal. 

https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/documents/president-s-reports-and-memoranda/6305-tenth-annual-report-2018-2019
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/documents/president-s-reports-and-memoranda/6305-tenth-annual-report-2018-2019
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/documents/legal-documents/rules-of-procedure-and-evidence
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/documents/legal-documents/rules-of-procedure-and-evidence
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Understanding the Testimony in Ayyash et al.

Alleged Telephone Networks, Groups, and Subgroups

The Prosecution relies on telecommunications 
evidence to prove that former Prime Minister Rafik 
Hariri was under surveillance by the Accused in 
the months before his assassination on 14 February 
2005.

The Prosecution alleges that five interconnected 
mobile telephone networks/groups, including two 
relevant subgroups, were involved in planning, 
preparing, and executing the 14 February 2005 
attack. For ease of reference, the Prosecution has 
coded the networks/groups by colour.

“Principal Six”
Members carried Red, Blue, and Yellow phones
Alleged Members: Mr Ayyash and unidentified 
Subjects 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 (note: Subjects 5 and 7 
did not carry Yellow phones)

“Balance of Nine”9
Members carried nine of the fifteen Blue phones 
(distinct from the “Principal Six”)
Alleged Members: Unidentified Subjects 12, 13, 14, 
18, 19, and 23, along with three other unidentified 
individuals

REDnetworkb
Alleged Purpose: Preparing for the attack, 
including observing Mr Hariri’s movements
Alleged Members: The “Principal Six” (including 
Mr Ayyash)

Alleged Purpose: Planning the attack, including 
the surveillance of Mr Hariri
Alleged Members: The “Principal Six” (including 
Mr Ayyash) and the “Balance of Nine”

BLUEnetworkb

Alleged Purpose: Monitoring and coordinating 
attack preparations, including preparing the false 
claim of responsibility
Alleged Members: Messrs Ayyash, Merhi, and 
former Accused Mr Badreddine

GREENnetworkb
Alleged Purpose: Preparing for the attack, 
including observing Mr Hariri’s movements
Alleged Members: Four of the “Principal Six” (Mr 
Ayyash and Subjects 6, 8, and 9), and nine other 
unidentified individuals

YELLOWnetworkb

Alleged Purpose: Coordinating the false claim of 
responsibility
Alleged Members: Messrs Merhi, Oneissi, and 
Sabra (additionally, “Associate Purple” tele-
phones were in contact with the Purple group)

PURPLEgroupb

https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/the-cases/stl-11-01/main/accused/617-salim-jamil-ayyash
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/the-cases/stl-11-01/main/accused/617-salim-jamil-ayyash
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/the-cases/stl-11-01/main/accused/617-salim-jamil-ayyash
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/the-cases/stl-11-01/main/accused/617-salim-jamil-ayyash
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/the-cases/stl-11-01/main/accused/4110-hassan-habib-merhi
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/the-cases/stl-11-01/main/accused/616-mustafa-amine-badreddine
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/the-cases/stl-11-01/main/accused/617-salim-jamil-ayyash
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/the-cases/stl-11-01/main/accused/4110-hassan-habib-merhi
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/the-cases/stl-11-01/main/accused/618-hussein-hassan-oneissi
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/the-cases/stl-11-01/main/accused/619-assad-hassan-sabra
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REDnetworkb
Phone Attributed User*
RED 741 AYYASH

RED 636 SUBJECT 5

RED 678 SUBJECT 6

RED 946 SUBJECT 7

RED 893 SUBJECT 8

RED 652 SUBJECT 9

BLUEnetworkb
Phone Attributed User*
BLUE 233 AYYASH

BLUE 585 SUBJECT 5

BLUE 610 SUBJECT 6

BLUE 324 SUBJECT 7

BLUE 817 SUBJECT 8

BLUE 864 SUBJECT 9

NINE OTHERS 
UNKNOWN INDIVIDUALS

GREENnetworkb
Phone Attributed User*
GREEN 023 BADREDDINE

GREEN 300 AYYASH

GREEN 071 MERHI

YELLOWnetworkb
Phone Attributed User*
YELLOW 294 AYYASH

YELLOW 669 AYYASH

YELLOW 457 SUBJECT 6

YELLOW 933 SUBJECT 8

YELLOW 024 SUBJECT 9

NINE OTHERS 
UNKNOWN INDIVIDUALS

PURPLEgroupb
Phone Attributed User*
PURPLE 231 MERHI

PURPLE 095 ONEISSI

PURPLE 018 SABRA

Other phonesb
Phone Attributed User*
MOBILE 091 MERHI’S WIFE AND 

OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS

PMP 354 BADREDDINE

PMP 663 BADREDDINE

SMP 944 BADREDDINE

PMP 165 AYYASH

PMP 935 AYYASH

PMP 091 AYYASH

PMP 170 AYYASH

GREY PHONE MERHI

* According to the Prosecutor
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STL Outreach Events 

On 2 April, STL 
President Judge Ivana 
Hrdličková visited the 
Tripoli Bar Associa-
tion (TBA) alongside 
STL Vice-President 
Judge Ralph Riachi. 
She briefed over 100 
lawyers attending 
the event on the 
latest developments 
at the Tribunal and 
answered their ques-
tions. The Head of 
the TBA, Bâtonnier 
Mohammad Mrad 
took that opportunity 

to present both the President and the 
Vice-President with the Bar’s medal, 
a high distinction among the legal 
community in Lebanon. 

On the same day, President Hrdličková 
also gave a presentation on “The STL in 
the context of International Criminal 
Justice” at the Mawlawi Cultural Center 
in Tripoli, which was followed by a lively 
discussion. The event was attended by 
members of the diplomatic community 
as well as Tripoli’s civil society. 

On 17 April, Olga Kavran, Head of 
Outreach and Legacy at the STL gave 
a presentation on “The Development of President Ivana Hrdličková, Vice-President Riachi and Ms 

Mirna Mawlawi at the Mawlawi Cultural Center

President Ivana Hrdličková, Vice-President Riachi and TBA, Bâtonnier Mohammad Mrad at the TBA

Understanding the Testimony
For an overview of some of the technical terms 
and concepts at issue in Ayyash et al. – such as 
call data records, cell site analysis, attribution, 
and more – please consult “Primer on Telecom-
munications Evidence - Guide to understanding 
the testimony in Ayyash et al.”

Major Decisions and Filings

F3756, Trial Chamber Instruction Regarding Docu-
ments Marked for Identification, 16 January 2019;

F3759, Trial Chamber’s Internal Memorandum to 
the Head of Defence Office – Monitoring the Effec-
tive Legal Representation of Mr Hassan Habib Merhi’s 
Defence, dated 14 February 2019;

F3765, Order Reclassifying Three Ayyash Defence 
Filings, 22 March 2019.

http://www.stl-tsl.org/images/Documents/PrimerZonZTelecommunicationsZEvidence.pdf
http://www.stl-tsl.org/images/Documents/PrimerZonZTelecommunicationsZEvidence.pdf
http://www.stl-tsl.org/images/Documents/PrimerZonZTelecommunicationsZEvidence.pdf
https://www.stl-tsl.org/crs/assets/Uploads/20190116-F3756-PUBLIC-TC-Intstruct-re-Documents-MFI-EN-Web.pdf?
https://www.stl-tsl.org/crs/assets/Uploads/20190116-F3756-PUBLIC-TC-Intstruct-re-Documents-MFI-EN-Web.pdf?
https://www.stl-tsl.org/crs/assets/Uploads/20190219-F3759-PUBLIC-TC-IM-Monitor-Effect-Legal-Rep-Merhi-EN-Web.pdf?
https://www.stl-tsl.org/crs/assets/Uploads/20190219-F3759-PUBLIC-TC-IM-Monitor-Effect-Legal-Rep-Merhi-EN-Web.pdf?
https://www.stl-tsl.org/crs/assets/Uploads/20190219-F3759-PUBLIC-TC-IM-Monitor-Effect-Legal-Rep-Merhi-EN-Web.pdf?
https://www.stl-tsl.org/crs/assets/Uploads/20190219-F3759-PUBLIC-TC-IM-Monitor-Effect-Legal-Rep-Merhi-EN-Web.pdf?
https://www.stl-tsl.org/crs/assets/Uploads/20190322-F3765-PUBLIC-TC-Order-Reclass-Ayyash-EN-Web.pdf?
https://www.stl-tsl.org/crs/assets/Uploads/20190322-F3765-PUBLIC-TC-Order-Reclass-Ayyash-EN-Web.pdf?
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Justice: International Criminal Courts and the Right 
to Information” at T.M.C. Asser Institute in The 
Hague. The presentation was part of an event cele-
brating the 15th Anniversary of the Supranational 
Criminal Law Lectures. Mrs. Kavran spoke about 
the development of the right to information, what 
it means to conduct ‘public trials’ in international 
courts and tribunals and how the public’s right to 
know should apply in international judicial insti-
tutions. Her intervention was based on an article 
published in the Journal of International Criminal 
Justice.

1 11 Lebanese universities including the Beirut Arab University, Université Libanaise, Balamand University, Université La Sagesse, Notre 
Dame University, Université de Saint-Esprit de Kaslik, American University of Science and Technology, American University of Beirut, 
Lebanese American University, Islamic University of Lebanon and Academic University College for Non-violence and Human Rights

Inter-University Programme on International Criminal Law and 
Procedure (IUP-ICLP) - 2018-2019

Over 300 students from 11 Lebanese universities1 
are participating this year in the 7th edition of the 
IUP-ICLP that started in October 2018. 

The program, set up in 2011 by the Outreach and 
Legacy Unit at the STL in collaboration with the 
T.M.C. Asser Institute in The Hague and 11 Leba-
nese Universities, is unique and unprecedented in 
the Middle East and North Africa region. Lectures 
are delivered via video-streaming tech-
nology (VTC) from the T.M.C. Asser 
Institute in The Hague which makes it 
possible for prominent international 
academics and practitioners to speak 
from The Hague to students in one of the 
auditoriums of a participating university 
in Lebanon. 

From January through April 2019, 
students have attended lectures 
addressing a number of topics, including 

“International Criminal Law and the 
Lebanese legal system”, “Modes of 
Liability”, “International Criminal Law 
and Sharia Law”, “Command Respon-
sibility and Responsibility of a Supe-
rior”, “The Rights of the Accused”, ”The 

Role of the Victims”, “Comparative Law: Criminal 
Proceedings in International Jurisdictions and in 
Lebanon”, “Contempt Proceedings in International 
Criminal Jurisdictions”, and “International Crim-
inal Proceedings – Pre Trial: Investigations, Arrest 
and Surrender”, “International Criminal Proceed-
ings – Trial”. The lectures were given by experts 
based in The Hague and some based in Beirut.

Ms. Olga Kavran at T.M.C. Asser Institute

Vice-President Judge Ralph Riachi lecturing IUP-ICLP students on 
“Comparative Law: Criminal Proceedings in International Jurisdictions and in 
Lebanon” at Université de Saint-Esprit de Kaslik, Lebanon

https://academic.oup.com/jicj/article/15/5/953/4774590
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Lebanese Deans and Professors’ working visit to The Hague

As part of this year’s IUP-ICLP, a group of deans and 
professors from eight Lebanese universities visited 
the STL in the week of 17 April in a three-day study 
visit to The Hague. The group met with STL Presi-
dent Judge Ivana Hrdličková, and attended briefings 
by Prosecutor Norman Farrell and Head of Defence 
Office Dorothée Le Fraper du Hellen as well as other 
STL officials on the Tribunal’s contribution to Inter-
national Criminal Justice and Impact of the Ayyash 
et al. trial on Victims.

The visit, lasting from 14 to 18 April, included 
briefings by representatives of the International 
Court of Justice (ICJ), the International Residual 
Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals (IRMCT), the 
International Criminal Court (ICC), and the Asser 
Institute. The deans and professors also met with the 
Director of the International Bar Association and a 

Representative from Leiden University to discuss 
potential collaboration and participated in a debate 
on “The Changing face of Transitional Justice”.

The Lectures –January -April 2019

7th session: “International Criminal Law and 
the Lebanese legal system” - Mr Nidal Jurdi, 
lecturer and Deputy Regional Representative, UN 
OHCHR.

8th lecture: “Modes of Liability-Mr Alexis 
Demirdjian, Trial Lawyer at the International 
Criminal Court.

9th lecture: “International Criminal Law and 
Sharia Law” - Mr. Hamid Khan, Deputy Director 
of Rule of Law Collaborative and Adjunct 
Professor of University of South Carolina.

10th lecture: “Command Responsibility and 
Responsibility of a Superior” - Mr Lachezar Yanev, 
Lecturer of International Criminal Law, at the 
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.

11th lecture: “The Rights of the Accused”-Ms 
Dorothée Le Fraper du Hellen, Head of the 
Defence Office at the STL.

12th lecture: “The Role of the Victims” - Mr 
Philipp Ambach, Chief of Victims Participation 
and Reparations Section at the International 
Criminal Court. 

13th lecture: “Comparative Law: Criminal 
Proceedings in International Jurisdictions and in 
Lebanon” - Judge Ralph Riachi, Vice-president of 
the STL.

14th lecture: “Contempt Proceedings in Interna-
tional Criminal Jurisdictions” - Ms Olga Kavran, 
Head of Outreach and Legacy Unit and Ms Reina 
Sfeir, Outreach Officer at the STL.

15th lecture: “International Criminal Proceed-
ings – Pre Trial: Investigations, Arrest and 
Surrender” - Mr Gregory Townsend, Professor 
of the Practice at Brandeis University and former 
Senior Legal Officer in the Office of the Prose-
cutor at the STL, and Mr Christophe Paulussen, 
Senior Researcher on International Humanitarian 
Law and International Criminal Law at T.M.C. 
Asser Instituut.

16th lecture: “International Criminal Proceed-
ings – Trial” - Mr Göran Sluiter, Professor of 
International Criminal Law at the University of 
Amsterdam.

Deans and Professors at T.M.C. Asser Institute
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Karim El Mufti, Professor of International Law and 
Director of the Human Rights Legal Clinic at La 
Sagesse University said: “in times of turmoil and 
dreadful crimes around the world, the existence of 
international tribunals stands as a major testament 
in the fight against impunity. Getting academics and 
professors closer to the international justice practi-
tioners represents an important initiative with a 
view to raising awareness and increasing knowledge 
about these crucial contemporary issues”.

“Law should be like death, which spares no one.” 
This quote from Montesquieu kept running through 
my mind during the visit of the academic team for 
transitional justice to The Hague where the values 
of justice prevail which is the aim of the law”, added 
Dr Abdel Hussain Shaban, Vice President of the 
Academic University for Nonviolence & Human 
Rights.

Press Releases

STL Registrar meets with Lebanese officials in 
Beirut

In the week of 18 April, the Registrar of the Special 
Tribunal for Lebanon (STL) Daryl Mundis ended a 
working visit to Beirut, as part of his regular missions 
to reach out to various stakeholders and briefing 
them on the work of the Tribunal. In this context, 
he met with Lebanese Minister of Justice Albert 
Serhan, Minister of Interior and Municipalities 
Raya El Hassan and the Prosecutor General Samir 
Hammoud. Mr Mundis also met with members of 
the diplomatic community based in Lebanon.
For more

STL Registrar ends working visit to Lebanon

The Registrar of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon’s 
(STL) Daryl Mundis met with Lebanese Prime 
Minister Saad Hariri on a working visit to Beirut in 
the first week of February. He also met with the 
Prosecutor General Samir Hammoud and members 
of the diplomatic community.
For more

Visits

During the months of January, February, March 
and April, the STL hosted 12 groups of visitors 
from different countries at its Headquarters in Leid-
schendam, the Netherlands. The visitors received 
presentations on the work of the STL from repre-
sentatives of the four organs and had the opportunity 
to tour the courtroom. The visitors included a group 
of Academics from different universities in Lebanon, 
a delegation of US Federal Judges and a delegation 

of French Judges as well as student groups from 
the following universities: The Hague Academy of 
International Law (Netherlands); HELMO Saint 
Martin de Liège (Blegium); Università degli Studi 
di Genova (Italy); Université de Bordeaux (France), 
Aix-Marseille Université (France); l’Université de 
Lille(France); University of Missouri-Kansas City 
(USA), London School of Economics (UK) and 
Coventry University Law School (UK).

Did you know?

All four principals of the Special Tribunal for 
Lebanon, President Judge Ivana Hrdličková, Regis-
trar Daryl A. Mundis, Prosecutor Norman Farrell 
and Head of Defence Office Dorothée Le Fraper 
du Hellen, have joined the International Gender 

Champions. This leadership network brings 
together female and male decision-makers around 
the world to break down gender barriers and has 
over 200 active Champions and Alumni worldwide.

https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/media/press-releases/6310-stl-registrar-meets-with-lebanese-officials-in-beirut
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/media/press-releases/6303-stl-registrar-ends-working-visit-to-lebanon
https://genderchampions.com/
https://genderchampions.com/
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The Cases in Numbers

STL-11-01

Witnesses Total: 307
In person (Viva Voce): 129

In The Hague: 75
Via Video Teleconference (VTC): 48
In The Hague and via VTC: 6

Written statement: 201, of whom 23 also testified in person

Exhibits Total: 3131

Prosecution: 2487

Defence: 599

Ayyash: 39
Badreddine: 90
Merhi: 73
Oneissi: 157
Sabra: 240

Legal Representative of Victims: 45
Filings Total: 4874

Decisions Total: 1516
Pre-trial 
Judge: 
361

Written: 361 Trial 
Chamber: 
1100

Written: 764 Appeal 
Chamber: 
55

Written: 55
Delivered in 
Court: 0

Delivered in 
Court: 306

Delivered in 
Court: 0

Victims Participating in the Proceedings Total: 71, 43 of whom have attended the proceedings 
to date

Current Opportunities at the STL

Job Vacancies – Please refer to our website for regu-
larly updated employment opportunities at the STL

Internships – The STL accepts internship applica-
tions for placement in the Chambers, Office of the 
Prosecutor, Defence Office, and Registry on a rolling 
basis throughout the year. 

National Junior Professionals - The National 
Junior Professionals Program (NJP) is established 

to afford Lebanese postgraduates the opportunity 
to contribute to the work of the Special Tribunal 
for Lebanon (“STL”) in its Beirut Office, under 
the supervision and mentorship of a staff member 
within a receiving Section/Unit, whilst simultane-
ously enhancing their professional development. For 
more information about the NJP program please 
contact stl-internships@un.org

For more information about the STL’s news and activities, follow us on social media:

Twitter LinkedIn Facebook YouTube Flickr

http://www.stl-tsl.org/en/jobs
https://www.stl-tsl.org/en/employment/internship-program/application-procedure
mailto:stl-internships%40un.org?subject=

